AP/Portfolio Second Nine Weeks Midterm Work due and Exam Qs:
Sketchbook Parts 1-4/___Breadth Pieces/___Concentration Pieces/Concentration Qs

ALL WORK BELOW DUE BY THE EXAM DATE

OLD ASSIGNMENTS from 1NWs…
______ Part 1: INSPIRATION front/back cover and inside front/back
Include the following info/definitions/graphics
__________
(10 pts) Elements of Art (line, value, textures, color, space, shape and form)
__________
(10 pts) Principles of Design (balance, contrast, emphasis, movement, pattern, rhythm, unity)
__________
(10 pts) A Color Wheel (label all twelve colors, identify primary and secondary colors)
______ Part 2: MEDIA STUDIES (pages 1-10), 10 points each
1. __________ Watercolor
2. __________ Watercolor, salt
3. __________ Watercolor, alcohol
4. __________ Watercolor, oil pastel resist
5. __________ Watercolor, straw
6. __________ Tape Transfer
7. __________ Oil Pastel
8. __________ Chalk Pastel
9. __________ Charcoal
10. __________ Watercolor Pencil
______ Part 3: FOCUS ON BREADTH VIA SKETCH PROMPTS (pages 11-41), two sep. grades
NEW for 2NWs…each worth an individual grade
Part 4: Thinking about your CONCENTRATION (pages 42-47)
______ Page 42- Brainstorm a list of possible subjects/themes that are of interest to YOU (minimum, 20 items)
______ Pages 43—47 Select 5 items from the list. Expand on each theme with even more lists, notes.
Answer the following questions, doodle make lists, collage related materials to the page as needed; (You will do this for
EACH of the 5 selected possible concentrations, one per page)
• What about this topic interests YOU?
• How does this relate to YOU?
• What images go with this theme/concentration
• What personal images related to YOU go with this theme/concentration
______ Part 5: ‘CREATE YOUR OWN FIELD TRIP’ (page 48-50)
You need to visit either an art museum, art gallery or interview an artist for this section of your sketchbook. Use pages 48-50
to take notes about your experience. You can write it out, doodle, attach pics, create a mini-comic, just share with me what
you learned. LOOK! ASK QUESTIONS! FORM YOUR OWN OPINIONS! If transportation is an issue please keep in mind that
downtown Lake Worth is nearby and is home to many, many artists and resources.
______ Pieces from the breadth list (Portfolio-3, AP-6)
______ Pieces from the Concentration list (Portfolio-3, AP-6)
______ Answer the two Q’s related to the Concentration theme (WILL COUNT AS YOUR EXAM GRADE:
(1) What is the central idea of your concentration? (500 characters maximum)
(2) (2) How does the work in your concentration demonstrate the exploration of your idea? You may refer to
specific images as examples. When referencing specific images, please indicate the image
numbers. (1350 characters maximum)

